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had come home at dark; I had seen them only silhouetted
black against the moon, and when morning came, they
were gone again to the pastures.
On a subsequent evening, however, they arrived at sun-
set—a procession of five hundred superbly beautiful
animals, pure white, long and clean of limb, with graceful
necks, and small, well-formed heads. They were in
charge of one old man and a little camel-boy.
Mitkhal was tremendously proud of them, and pleased
at my excited interest. I wanted to go immediately and
get a closer view, where they were grouping together, in
the shelter of a knoll, some hundred yards to the left of
the tent, preparatory to settling down for the night.
Instead, he held me back, and standing in front of his
tent cried out, "I-ee9 i-ee9 t~ee!" I could see the entire
drove craning their necks to listen. Then he called,
"Mazir! Mazir! Mazir!"—repeating it perhaps a dozen
times, until one camel disengaged itself from the others
and came ambling toward us. It was his own favorite
steed—a male. The name meant "Little Whirlwind.'*
Friendly and eager, Mazir nuzzled against Mitkhal's
cheek, while he stroked the powerful, slender neck. He
shouted for a bread-flap, which he fed the camel in little
bits from the palm of his hand. Something struck me as
particularly curious about its eyes. I couldn't make out
what it was, until I realized that it had heavy eyelashes
on both upper and lower lids, which made its eyes look
queerly human. A zoologist told me later that so far as
he knew, the only animals with eyelashes were the Jwjin
and the borzoi. I stroked Mazir, too, and fed him bits
of bread. His hair was soft and silky, shaggy $nd thick
on the hump, smooth on the other parts of the body, like

